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Hibernate: logging SQL 
by Pedro Agulló Soliveres 

In order to optimize data access in Hibernate programs you need to 
know what SQL is being produced. Hibernate logs all SQL it 
executes. I use log4j as my logging library, so all I have to do is to 
enable the hibernate.SQL logging category in my log4j.properties file, 
as follows: 

 
log4j.logger.org.hibernate.SQL=ALL 
 

Now, when you make a hypothetical Article object persistent in an 
HSQL database, Hibernate logs this: 

 
DEBUG: org.hibernate.SQL - "insert into Article (id, version, 
currentPrice, name) values (null, ?, ?, ?)" 
 
That’s good, but wouldn’t it be nice if you could know the 

parameter values? To do that, you need to enable the hibernate.type 
logging category and set it to the TRACE level. Beware, DEBUG will not 
be enough! In fact I use ALL instead of TRACE, adding this line to my 
log4j.properties file. 

 
log4j.logger.org.hibernate.type=ALL 
 

Now, making an Article object persistent will produce this log: 
 
DEBUG: org.hibernate.SQL - "insert into Article (id, version, 
currentPrice, name) values (null, ?, ?, ?)" 
TRACE: org.hibernate.type.IntegerType - "binding '0' to 
parameter: 1" 
TRACE: org.hibernate.type.BigDecimalType - "binding '27.2' to 
parameter: 2" 
TRACE: org.hibernate.type.StringType - "binding 'Article_1' 
to parameter: 3" 
 
Too verbose, but sometimes you really need to know the 

parameter values. 

Making SQL logs readable 
All too often the generated SQL generated is large, and printing it as-
is makes it unreadable. To make it human readable, you can set the 
hibernate.format_sql Hibernate property to true. You will usually do 
that in my hibernate.properties file, as follows: 

 
hibernate.format_sql=true 
 

Now, instead of getting one-line logs nobody can understand, you get 
the nicely formatted SQL shown in Figure 1. 

I like this better, but the problem is that if you write that to the 
console, it will take a lot of vertical space and everything will be 
cluttered.  

 SQL log 

 SQL log + SQL parameter 
values log 
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What I would love to see is a line per log, having the possibility to 
dig into a given log line to see the log content well formatted. Exactly 
what I’ve got in Figure 1, which is a capture of the Chainsaw log4j 
viewer. Chainsaw is included in the log4j jar, and all you need to run 
it is to execute this from the command line: 
 
java -cp LOG4J_PATH/log4j-1.2.15.jar 
org.apache.log4j.chainsaw.Main 
 

where LOG4J_PATH is the path to the log4j jar file. 
Chainsaw allows us to filter 

logged information in several 
ways, which is an added benefit. 

And, by the way, get the latest 
version of log4j: in version 1.2.13, 
for example, I could not see TRACE 
level logs in Chainsaw, so I was 
missing the logs generated for the 
hibernate.type category!  

Logging information about the 
Hibernate operation causing the 
execution of SQL 
When you execute lots of code, 
lots of SQL can be generated, and 
it is difficult to know what 
Hibernate code caused the SQL to 
be executed. You can get a little 
bit of help by setting the 
hibernate.use_sql_comments 
property to true. Just add the 
following line to our 
hibernate.properties file (or 
whatever file you use to configure 
Hibernate properties): 

 
hibernate.use_sql_comments= 
true 
 
Now you get some additional 

information logged that will make 
it much easier to know what 
operation caused what SQL to be 
executed, as you can see in the 
following log: 

 
DEBUG: org.hibernate.SQL – 
"/* update 
com.softwarementors.jpa_hiber
nate_statistics_1.bz1.Article 
*/ update ... 
 
DEBUG: org.hibernate.SQL – "/* load collection 
com.softwarementors.demo1.SecurityRole.operations */ select 
operations0_.item_ID as item1_1_, ... 
 

 Figure 1: Chainsaw showing formatted SQL logs written by 
Hibernate 

 Launching the Chainsaw 
log viewer from the 
command line 
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DEBUG: org.hibernate.SQL –  
"/* criteria query */ select this_.ID as ID19_0_, ... 
 
DEBUG: org.hibernate.SQL - "/* load one-to-many 
com.softwarementors.demo1.CIVersion.parents */ select 
parents0_.child_ID as 
 
As you can see, Hibernate keeps adding comments to the 

beginning of the generated SQL explaining whether it is loading an 
entity of a given type, inserting it, loading a given collection, etc. This 
information can be very helpful as it allows us to  understand what 
the logged SQL is for. 

Logging schema generation SQL 
If you are letting Hibernate generate the database schema, you can 
log all generated DML statements by enabling the 
org.hibernate.tool.hbm2ddl category in our log4j.properties file, as 
follows: 
 
log4j.logger.org.hibernate.tool.hbm2ddl=ALL 

 
Now, you will get logs such as these: 
 
DEBUG: org.hibernate.tool.hbm2ddl.SchemaExport - " 
    create table Invoice ( 
        id bigint generated by default as identity  
          (start with 1), 
        version integer  
          not null, 
        customer_id bigint, 
        primary key (id) 
    )" 

 
Note that Hibernate never generates comments for the SQL used for 
schema generation, even if comment generation is on. 

By the way, let me tell you that all information here is based in my 
experience with Hibernate 3.2.5 and Log4j 1.2.15 -you never know 
what the future will bring! 

Summary 
Table 1 shows all relevant configuration parameters for log4j and 
Hibernate. 

Property Description 

log4j.logger.org.hibernate.SQL=ALL Controls whether SQL is logged or not.  
Log4j configuration: set this in log4.properties. 

log4j.logger.org.hibernate.type=ALL Controls whether SQL parameter values are logged or 
not.  
Log4j configuration: set this in log4.properties. 

hibernate.tool.hbm2ddl=ALL Controls whether SQL is logged when Hibernate 
maintains the database schema. 
Log4j configuration: set this in log4.properties. 

hibernate.format_sql=true Activate/deactivate formatting of logged SQL.  

 SQL log +log explaining 
the Hibernate operation 
that caused SQL 
execution 
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If you are logging SQL, you want this enabled. 
Hibernate configuration: set this in 
hibernate.properties. 

hibernate.use_sql_comments=true Activate/deactivate SQL comments explaining the 
Hibernate operation that caused the SQL sentence to 
execute.  
If you are logging SQL, you want this enabled. 
Hibernate configuration: set this in 
hibernate.properties.  

 Table 1: SQL logging configuration parameters 

Let me insist again: if you are checking the SQL manually, then you 
should be using Chainsaw to make the logs more manageable. 

Yes, but… 
This logging stuff is great, but I miss several things: 
 

• See the SQL with the parameter values right there, instead of 
getting each parameter in a different log line. 

• Know how much time it took to execute every SQL statement 
(sigh!).  

• Know what line in my code (not in Hibernate’s code, or the 
JDBC driver code!) caused an SQL statement to be executed. 

 
While there is no way to do this with Hibernate, you can get all of this 
by using log4jdbc. That will be the subject of another post 
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